Title: - Future Power Electronics: Opportunities and Challenges
Abstract: The popularity of electric transportation and the development of smart grid
technologies have led the requirement for better performance from power electronic converters
and components. In particular, these power electronic devices may operate under high stress,
various environmental scenarios, and in overload conditions. Nevertheless, due to their central
roles in electrical systems, the necessity to consider the reliability and availability of the devices
has become fundamental; this can be assessed both from a technical and economical point of
view considering the final scope of the device. Traditional approaches usually consider
historical failure data and/or past observed scenarios; however, considering the rapid evolution
of the technologies and the high reliability values attained by such components, these data are
quite scarce, thus complicating the reliability of our estimations.
The proposed talk will focus on the following topics:
•

Scope of high band gap devices

•

Risk analysis of power electronic devices

•

Design of Power reliable power Electronics converter

•

Statistical methods for power electronics reliability evaluation (Bayesian inference,
statistical modelling, nonparametric approaches, etc.);

•

Dielectric and thermal stress strength models of power electronics devices;

•

High reliability power electronics architecture for electric powertrain;

•

Risk analysis of battery storage system under critical condition;

•

Reliability challenges in smart grid installations.

•

Power Quality issues
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